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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
HOLIDAY SPICED CIDER (2 Easy Steps!)

With Flavorful Variations at the Bottom!

***********************************************************

Perfect for any Holiday Party!
This drink virtually makes itself, tastes great, and is always a HUGE success! Plus, the fragrant spices from the simmering cider
scent your house and greet your guests as they arrive!
Cook Time: 5 min (Shut your mouth! That is fast!)
Level: Easy (Open your mouth & Party! Party!)
Servings: as much as you want!
INGREDIENTS:
Apple Cider (you can replace with apple juice)
Clove
Nutmeg
Allspice
Cinnamon Sticks (strongly encouraged over powder!)
Spiced Rum
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 2 Steps!)
1,. Put everything in a pot and simmer
2. Serve
Bring apple cider and all spices (cinnamon sticks, nutmeg, allspice, and cloves) to a boil then reduce heat and simmer for
at least 5 minutes.
Reduce heat (to keep warm-hot) and serve!!!!
TASTE AS YOU GO & ADD MORE SPICES UNTIL YOU LOVE IT!!!
SERVE:

x First, add the booze to your glass (always add the booze first!)
x Ladle in Hot Cider (give it a stir first in the pot to get all the great flavors in the cup!)
x Garnish with a cinnamon stick and serve hot.
(If you want a bit of a CITRUS kick you can also garnish with a piece of an orange peel)
EASY!

NOTES FROM BING FAITHFUL:
* NOTE 1: Notice I don’t have any measurements here. This drink is so easy, that I just start small, taste as I go, and
add spices once I have simmered it a bit.
After all, THIS DRINK IS AN ART, NOT A SCIENCE! Have Fun - You have nothing to fear!
And for those who need some measurements….
1-2 quarts apple cider
2-3 cinnamon sticks, each 3 inches long
1-2 teaspoons whole all spice
1-2 teaspoons nutmeg
12 whole cloves
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Spiced Cider (Continued)
* NOTE 2: I spend an extra buck or two on better booze over better apple cider/juice. I’ve made this drink with generic
apple cider/juice and it works just as well – your spice blend adds the great flavors!
Let it cook a bit JUST TASTE AS YOU GO & ADD MORE SPICES UNTIL YOU LIKE IT!!!
* NOTE 3: If you are using grown spices (and not whole cloves, for example), you can put the spices in a tea ball or
wrap them up and tie them off in cheese cloth to keep them from acting like sediment in your guest’s drinks.
BING FAITHFUL’S VERY MERRY FLAVORFUL VARIATIONS…..
***********************************************************
SPICED CRAN-APPLE CIDER
INGREDIENTS:
1 quart cranberry juice cocktail
1 quarts apple cider
(or get them already combined – 2 quarts cran-apple)
1/4 Cup honey
2 tablespoon fresh lemon juice (or 1/2 lemon)
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 2 Steps!)
Same holiday way as above
SERVE:
Same holiday way as above
Garnish with Cinnamon Stick – OR – Wanna get Fancy?
Take a small orange or lemon peel and stud with a whole clove for garnishing (Drink with both pinkies up!)
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
DIRTY MERRY MARTINI (2 Easy Steps!)

With Flavorful Variations at the Bottom!

***********************************************************

What?!? Whose wearing big, boy pants?!?!
This drink is the old classic – briny goodness
INGREDIENTS:
2 shots Absolute Vodka
1 shot Olive Juice
3 Olives
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 2 Steps!)
1. Put everything in a cocktail mixer, shake and…
(Note-If you do not have a cocktail mixer, just stir the heck out of your mix)
2. Serve
SERVE:
Pour your dirty martini in your glass
Garnish with 3 olives.
EASY!
NOTES FROM BING FAITHFUL:
* NOTE 1: My lady likes dry vermouth in her dirty martini. So, if you are a lady, add a bit of dry vermouth instead of the
full allotment of olive juice.
Wanna get fancy?....
Try stuffed olives (blue cheese, garlic, almond, etc!)
Wanna confuse people?....
Try BING FAITHFUL’S ORIGINAL HAND-SQUEEZED DIRTY MARTINI!
(Hand Squeeze your olives with flare and add them to your martini!)
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
HOLIDAY EGGNOG (6 Easy Steps!)
***********************************************************

Class Nondenominational Holiday Drink!
Cool & Creamy, this cocktail tastes great and looks impressive!
Prep Time: 20 min-ish
Level: Easy
Yield: 7 to 8 cups
INGREDIENTS:
6 med-large eggs
1/2 cup. Sugar (superfine! Like me!)
1 pint of Milk (any kind you’d like – after all it is your eggnog!)
1 cup Heavy Cream (or vanilla ice cream! *NOTE: if using vanilla ice cream, you may want to pull back on the
amount of sugar you add)
1 vanilla bean, split lengthwise (or a pretty fair dash of good vanilla extract)
Fresh Nutmeg (nutmeg powder works as well)
Fresh cinnamon ground (or whatever you got here!)
2 good shots brandy (or bourbon)
2 good shots dark rum (or spiced rum)
1good shot vodka (try flavored vodka!)
Whipped cream (Bing Loves Cool Whip!)
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS?
1. Whip eggs and superfine sugar together until sugar is dissolved and blended into the eggs.
2. Bring milk, heavy cream, vanilla bean, and nutmeg to a simmer in a heavy medium saucepan over medium heat, stirring occasionally.
3. Take milk mixture from the heat, cool a minute or two, and very gradually add the hot milk mixture into the egg and sugar
mixture, whisking constantly.
4. Return mixture to saucepan and cook the eggnog over low heat, stirring constantly, until thick enough to coat the back of the
spoon, 10 to 15 minutes (or until the mixture reaches 160 degrees F)
5. Remove from the heat, pour into a medium mixing bowl, and add liquor. Whip well.
6. Cool. Cover and refrigerate until cold. (At this point, eggnog can be made 1 day ahead. Keep refrigerated.)
SERVE:

x Can add a bit of vanilla ice-cream (in place of ice) and/or Whip Cream on top.
x Grate fresh nutmeg and cinnamon over top lightly. (if you want it a bit more seasonal flare – add a dash of Allspice on
top!)

Serve with butter, shortbread, cardamom, gingerbread cookies, or for a different sweet treat, serve under mistletoe.
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
SPANAKOPITA

With Flavorful Variations at the Bottom!

***********************************************************
What? Really! YES!
Easy, fun & flavorful finger food! Fantastic Holiday Fare!
Cook Time: 20-ish min (oooooooh mama!)
Level: Pretty Easy
Servings: 15-20 Triangles

INGREDIENTS:
20 oz Frozen Spinach (you can you fresh spinach that you wilt down in a pan if really want… but why? Really,
fresh spinach will not make this dish taste different in any way and is waaaay more work!)
1 large White Onion (or any onion) - diced
4 bulbs Garlic - diced
8+ oz Feta Cheese - crumbled
Phyllo Dough (Filo Dough)
Melted Butter
Salt & Pepper
One smallish squeeze of lemon juice.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 2 Steps!)
1. Phyllo Dough
x Let sit and completely thaw out
x Unfold on counter and put a damp paper towel on it (to keep if from drying out and crumbling)
*It is crazy-important to keep a piece of paper towel or damp cloth over the phyllo sheets that you are
not working with to keep them from drying out.
x Prep your filling….
2. Defrost & ring out spinach thoroughly
3. Sautee onion a bit in some butter (or extra virgin olive oil) and then add Garlic. Cook until both are soft and somewhat
translucent.
4. Add spinach and stir a bit (taste)
5. Add Salt & Pepper (taste)
6. Add Feta Cheese (taste)
7. Finish cooking by adding one smallish squeeze of Lemon Juice at the end (taste)
SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED….
ROLLING NOTE: This will begin to feel like you are folding a flag into triangles.
1. Lay 1 or 2 sheets of phyllo on a large cutting board and gently brush with the melted butter.
2. Using a sharp knife, cut the phyllo sheets lengthwise into 3 strips (i.e. cut into thirds)
3. Put two tablespoons (or so) spinach mixture about 1 inch from the bottom end of each strip (so you can fold the bottom over,
on top of the spinach, before rolling into triangles)
4. Fold the flap over the spinach and then fold the spinach filling to the left (or right) to make a triangle.
5. Gently pull up the bottom corner and fold up to make a second triangle. Continue folding until you reach the top.
6. Place the triangle, seam side down, on the prepared baking sheet.
7. Brush the completed triangle lightly with butter.
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Spanakopita (Continued)
Repeat with the remaining strips and phyllo sheets until all of the filling is used.
Arrange the triangles 2 inches apart on the baking sheet.
On center rack in the oven, Bake 350 degrees F for 10-55 minutes or until light brown and crispy!
Remove the spanakopita from the oven and cool slightly on the baking sheet.
Say “YUM! I ROCK!” and ENJOY!
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BING FAITHFUL’S MOM’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
BLEU CHEESE WALNUT DIP (3 Easy Steps!)
With Flavorful Variations at the Bottom

Dips are the key to Every Party!
Easy, Fun, Party Food!
You can make them the day before and THEY GET BETTER OVERNIGHT!!!

Prep Time:

5-10 min
Level: Easy
Servings: 8…. or as much as you want!

INGREDIENTS:
1/2 cup light process cream cheese product
1-2 cup(s) (8-16 oz) crumbled bleu cheese (I used roughly 2 cups)
1 12-ounce carton 1% low-fat cottage cheese
2 Tbs brandy (Can also use Bourbon or smoky Scotch!)
2 Tbs finely chopped walnuts, toasted (+ whole walnuts tossed in food processor – GO BY TASTE HERE!)
Cayenne Pepper (I LOVE mine with a bit of back heat!!!)
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 3 Steps!)
1. Add first 3 ingredients to food processor bowl. Process 1 minute or until smooth, scraping sides of bowl once or twice to get
the good stuff into the pary.
2. Add brandy & process 20 seconds or until well blended (TASTE & adjust as needed)
3. Spoon mixture into a bowl; stir in walnuts (TASTE)
Best if Chilled Overnight – Seriously, the blue cheese dip intensifies with time.
SERVE:
Serve with fresh fruit for dipping, such as sliced apples or pears.
Can also serve with Crackers, Veggies, Bread Bowl/Cubes, or really Whatever you like to dip!
NOTES FROM BING FAITHFUL:
* NOTE 1: Cut the fruit ahead of time & preserve the color by squeezing some fresh lemon juice over the top and rubbing it in a bit.
This also adds a bright, unexpected flavor to the fruit!
BING FAITHFUL’S VERY MERRY FLAVORFUL VARIATIONS…..
***********************************************************
BING FAITHFUL’S DAD'S FAVORITE BLUE CHEESE DIP w/HORSERADISH
1 - 8 oz Philly cream cheese
4-8 oz Blue Cheese
1 Tbs Horseradish (to taste)
Mix & Chill Overnight
Best if Chilled Overnight – Seriously, the blue cheese dip intensifies with time.
AND….-ADDFRESHDILLFORANICETWIST!!!
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
Tomato Bisque
***********************************************************
What a Wonderful Way to Start Your Meal or Warm Your Soul!

*I don’t know how I came to possess this recipe, but I’ve made it many times! I hope you enjoy this hand-me-over! *
Prep Time: 15 minutes
Cook Time: 50 minutes
Yield: 4 to 6 appetizer servings
INGREDIENTS:
4 tablespoons unsalted butter
1 tablespoon minced bacon (about 1/2 ounce)
1 Spanish onion, chopped
1 carrot, chopped
1 stalk celery, chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
5 tablespoons all-purpose flour
5 cups chicken broth, homemade or low-sodium canned
One 28-ounce can whole, peeled tomatoes (with liquid), roughly chopped
3 parsley sprigs
3 fresh thyme sprigs
1 bay leaf
1 cup heavy cream
1 3/4 teaspoon kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
½ teaspoon Cayenne Pepper (if you want a bit of back heat)
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS? (Only 4 steps!)
1. Heat the butter in a large soup pot over medium-high heat. Add the bacon and cook, stirring, until crisp and most of
the fat has rendered, about 1 minute. Using a slotted spoon, transfer the bacon to a paper towel-lined plate and set aside.
Lower the heat to medium, add the onion, carrots, celery, and garlic and cook, covered, stirring occasionally, until soft and
fragrant, about 8 minutes.
2. Stir in the flour and cook, stirring, for 3 minutes. Pour in the broth and tomatoes and bring to a boil while whisking constantly. Tie the parsley sprigs, thyme, and bay leaf together with a piece of kitchen twine and add to the pot. Lower the heat
and simmer for 30 minutes. Remove from the heat and allow to cool.
3.When the soup base is cool, remove and discard the herb bundle. Working in batches, transfer the mixture to a blender
and puree until smooth. Using a sieve over a large bowl, strain the tomato puree. Return the puree to the pot and reheat over
medium heat.
4.Whisk the heavy cream and salt into the soup and season with pepper and cayenne to taste. Divide among warm soup
bowls and serve immediately.
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Tomato Bisque (Continued)
BING FAITHFUL’S VERY MERRY FLAVORFUL VARIATIONS…..
***********************************************************
Add a chiffonade of BASIL (ribbons of basil or even torn pieces of basil) at the end as a garnish and for great flavor!
Add a chiffonade of SAGE (ribbons of sage or even torn pieces of sage) at the end as a garnish and for great flavor!

“Mmmm – yummy!”

*

But Wait….There’s More!
***********
*********
********
*******
******
*****
****
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
Crispy Roasted Chicken with Potato Hash

(Easy – Do Not Be Intimidated – this is easy!)

***********************************************************

This bird is yummy and screams holiday magic!
Sure, there are a few more steps in this recipe, but it is really not difficult work.
It is just a bit of extra time. So, once you get past the cutting, open up a bottle of wine and get to impressing your guests!
INGREDIENTS:
For the Brine…
1 cup kosher salt (or 1/2 cup table salt)
½ cup granulated sugar
you will eventually mix both ingredients with water… eventually….
For the Flavored Butter...
Mash 2 tablespoons of unsalted butter to soften it
1 clove of minced garlic
1-1.5 teaspoons of fresh thyme & sage leaves (diced)
Fresh cracked pepper
Put back in the refrigerator until hard again (overnight if you wanna…)
For the Potatoes…
2 ½ pounds potatoes (4 to 5 medium), peeled and sliced 1/8 to 1/4 inch thick
Use the food processor slicing attachment to slice sweet potatoes
1 pound chopped bacon (cook this medium and set on paper towel to degrease a bit)
Onion – let’s say ½ - 1 cup – diced
Garlic – let’s say 3-4 bulbs – diced
Parsley – chopped
Salt
Pepper
Cayenne… if you want some back heat
Vegetable Cooking Spray (nonstick)
1 ½ tablespoons olive oil
For the Bird…
1 whole chicken , 3 1/2 to 4 lbs,
Removed giblets
Remove fat around cavity
Flavored Butter
What else will I need?...
Broiler pan (can use disposable broiler pans if needed)
Heavy Duty Foil
Preheat oven to 500 degrees F
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Crispy Roast Chicken (Continued)
NOTES FROM BING FAITHFUL:
* NOTE 1: For extra crisp chicken skin, after applying the flavored butter, let the buttered chicken dry uncovered in the refrigerator for 24 hours, or as long as you can. (This means you can make this the night before!)
* NOTE 2: Wash your hands early and often when handling poultry. (SERIOUSLY!)
WHAT DO I DO WITH THE INGREDIENTS?
1ST Brine The Whole Chicken…
1. Dissolve salt and sugar in 2 quarts cold water in large container.
2. Immerse chicken and refrigerate until fully seasoned, about 1 hour.
3. Remove chicken from brine and rinse thoroughly under cold running water.
THEN BUTTER YOUR BIRD….
1. Following easy instructions (below) to butterfly chicken, flatten breastbone and Apply Flavored Butter under
the skin (directions also below).
2. Pat dry again.
3. Put on sheet pan and put in refrigerator over night (if you have the time. Otherwise, just do it as long as you
can.)
Meanwhile…. If prepping the same day as cooking….
Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position and heat oven to 500 degrees.
Line bottom of broiler pan with heavy duty foil and spray with nonstick vegetable cooking spray.
AND HERE WE GO!
1. Toss potatoes with ¼-½ tablespoon oil, salt, pepper, (to taste) garlic, onion, and bacon & parsley in big bowl.
NOTE: Gage how much oil you should add by the amount of bacon fat yet to be rendered.
You don’t want to put in too much oil/fat – otherwise you will have soggy, greasy potatoes!
If your potatoes are very lightly coated and you have some fat yet to be cooked – you should be good to go, as the drippings of the chicken will also fall on the potatoes!!! (WHAT! OH MY YUMMY-YUM-YUM!!!)
2. Spread potato mixture in even layer in foil-lined broiler pan bottom.
3. Place broiler pan rack with the chicken on top of the rack – the chicken should be open side down/sternum side up. (Rub
chicken awkwardly with remaining 1 1/2 teaspoons oil or butter and sprinkle with pepper, if haven’t done already. Try to
draw attention to yourself.)
4. Roast chicken until spotty brown, about 20 minutes. Rotate pan and continue to roast until skin has crisped and turned a deep
brown and an instant-read thermometer registers 160 degrees in thickest part of breast, 20 to 25 minutes longer.
5. Transfer chicken to cutting board and loosely tent with foil.
6. With potholders, remove broiler pan rack; sop up the excess grease from potatoes with as many sheets of paper towels as
you need (pat down). Remove foil liner with potatoes from broiler pan bottom by placing a large plate, cookie sheet or
second cutting board over it and inverting foil and potatoes onto the other surface. Gently peel back foil, using a metal
spatula to help scrape potatoes off foil. With additional paper towels, pat off remaining grease.
7. Cut chicken, serve with potatoes and enjoy!
HOW TO BUTTERFLY A CHICKEN…
1. Get some kitchen shears or good cooking scissors
2. Put the bird sternum side down (backbone side up).
If you are confused which side is the sternum and which side is the backbone then:
A. Wash your hands
B. Place the tips of your fingers between your boobs and feel the bone that is there – that is your sternum
C. Reach to the back side of your neck and feel your backbone… feel the bumps… a chicken has the same type of
bumps on its backbone
D. Gently, take the heel of your hand and hit yourself in the forehead and say, “Well, Duh!”
E. Now find the backbone of the bird…
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Crispy Roast Chicken (Continued)
3. Using the kitchen scissors, cut through bones on either side of backbone – following the backbone
as your guide. Then throw away backbone.
4. Flip chicken over so now the sternum side is up and the open part of the bird is down, on the cutting board. Use the heel of your hand (formerly used for hitting your forehead) and firmly press
into the sternum to flatten breastbone and the bird.
HOW TO BUTTER YOUR BIRD…
1. Slip your fingers between skin and breast and loosen the skin away from the meat of the bird.
2. Take your Flavored Butter and slide pinches of it under breast skin. From the outside of the skin,
push the flavored butter off with your fingers and kinda move it around, spreading it out. Do
this around the whole bird.
3. Rub the outside of the bird.
4. Transfer to broiling rack and push legs up to rest between thighs and the breast.
5. Work butter under skin to cover breast evenly. Repeat steps 4 and 5 with each drumstick and
thigh
Can also serve with Pan Roasted Asparagus
Olive oil
Several cloves of sliced (slivers) garlic add to COLD PAN W/COLD OIL
Heat up until garlic is browned
Take out garlic
Add chunk of butter to flavored oil
Add asparagus (½ due north / ½ due south)
Increase heat to med/med-high, S & P, and cook for another 5-7 minutes
Remove from pan
Put parmesan & garlic chips & squeeze of lemon on top to serve

Happy Tummies!



Save Room For Dessert….
*****
***
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BING FAITHFUL’S VERRY MERRY NONDENOMINATIONAL
Merry Holiday Magical Cookies

A magical batter that’s perfect for
Adding any of your holiday favorites
(Dark Chocolate Chips, Cranberries, White Chocolate Chip)
Variations at the bottom of the Recipe
INGREDIENTS:
1 bag of Chocolate Chips (Milk Chocolate, Dark Chocolate, or White Chocolate )
2 Sticks of Butter
1 cup of Sugar
1 cup of Light Brown Sugar
1tsp of Vanilla Extract
2 Eggs
1 T of Baking Soda
3 1/4 cups of Flour
1/2 tsp of almond extract
Preheat oven to 375F
What to Do with the Ingredients: MIX BY HAND ONLY & Play Your Favorite Holiday Music While Baking!
1. Thoroughly Sift Flour and Soda together in medium sized bowl & set aside
2. In a large bowl Cream (by hand only!) white sugar, brown sugar, butter, and extracts
3. mix in one egg at a time
4. Think lovely thoughts about the people who will be enjoying your cookies
5. Slowly add Flour mixture 1/2 cup at a time until entirely added to creamy mixture
6. Slowly Fold in your chips
7. Put spoonfuls (leave plenty of room between dollops—these get quite large) onto an ungreased cookie sheet
8. cook 9-11 minutes until lightly golden
9. Remove from baking sheet immediately and onto cooling rack
Serve:
Warm with milk or beverage of your choice—(For soft chewy cookies-Best if not refrigerated)
Variations:
Include ALL the chip variations at once
Add 1/2 cup of Walnuts or any nuts
Add 1/2 cup of dried cranberries or other dried fruit
Substitute 1/2 cup of peanut butter for one stick of butter and add peanut butter chips for perfect peanut butter cookies
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Notes & New Recipes

Have a very Merry Holiday!
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